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MASTERMARK BIRD NETTING INSTALLATION GUIDE

Bird netting installations can be complicated if not
thought out properly. It is important to plan out before
starting out.

Target Pest Birds: All Species

There are 7 components of every netting installation
labelled in the diagram which are numbered in the
sequence that are to be installed.
In every professional, effective
and
long-lasting
netting
installation, a strong, tensioned
cable
runs
along
the
perimeter of the netting
which anchors the netting to
the entire installation. The
cable is attached to the
building using a variety of
hardware components and
the netting is attached to the
cabled using net rings.

1 Corner Fixture
2 Intermidiate Fixture
3 Perimeter Cable (Frame)
4 Turnbuckle
5 Ferrule:

Copper for stainless
steel cable; Aluminium
for galvanized

6 Mastermark Bird Netting
7 Net Ring

INSTRUCTIONS
/1

Corner Fixtures
These are the most important part of the
installation as they anchor the installation and
withstand a great deal of pressure. Install these
where cables turn corners or where cables end.
To determine these areas, consider where natural
corners fall in the shape of the net or where
cables end at a wall.
When installing a flat opening, the corner fixture
are placed in each of the 4 corners. If a 3D job is
installed, corner fixtures may be place on
opposite ends with a cable running between
them. This cable forces the netting to take a
corner.
The choice of which fixture to use is determined
by the substrate material surrounding your job. If
you are working with concrete, you need to install
net-bolts that expand when you tighten them.
Likewise, if you are working with wood, you need
to use corner fixtures which fasten into wood.
These anchors must be strong because great
tension will be applied by the system, and the
corners will take most of the strain.
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EXAMPLES OF TOOLS NEEDED:
CORNER FIXTURES

TENSION FIXTURES

M5 Net Bolt

Aluminium Ferrule

MBN-F-009 / 50pcs

MBN-F-004 / 50pcs

supports weight of net and wire
at corners or turns

for use with wire ropes
Stainless Steel 304 Turn Buckle

INTERMEDIATE FIXTURES
Closed Screw Eye
MBN-F-006 / 50pcs
to anchor net to wall
Opened Screw Eye
MBN-F-007 / 50pcs
to anchor net to wall

MBN-F-003 / 1pc
to hold tension of wire ropes
Stainless Steel 304 Wire Rope
(Perimeter Cable)
MBN-F-002 / 100ft roll
serves as a perimeter frame
that keeps the net taut

Wall Plug

Net Ring Stapler and Bullets

MBN-F-008 / 100pcs

MBN-T-001 / 1unit

to secure screw into wall

secures wire rope to
netting
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Intermidiate Fixtures
Like the corner fixtures, the
intermediates also hold the
cable to the structure. In this
case, however, the job of these
fasteners is to hold the cable
tight against the wall along the
side of the net job, so the cable
will not bow away and allow
birds to enter the bird-free zone. If the cable were
attached in just the corners, the tension of the netting
would pull the cable away from the walls. The
intermediate fixtures prevent this from happening. For
pigeons and larger birds it is acceptable to install them
every three to four feet. For smaller birds, like sparrows
and swallows, the attachments must be much closer
together (no more than one feet), so small birds cannot
get behind the cable gaps.

/3

/6

for Sparrows,
Swallows and
all Pest Birds

for Starlings,
Grackles, Blackbirds,
Pigeons, Gulls &
larger species

2” Grid

for Pigeons &
larger birds

Ferrules

Mastermark’s Bird Netting
Now that the cable frame is in place, it is time to install
the net. Mastermark’s range of Bird Netting is designed in
three standard mesh sizes (size of each square)
depending upon the species to be excluded. Refer to the
information below.
The netting should be installed such that the grids form a
square and not diamond shaped. You can use the
intermediate fixtures to roughly secure the netting in
place by securing the netting to the screw eyes.

Turnbuckles
The cable is tensioned between corner attachments and
through intermediate attachments with turnbuckles.
These small screwtensioning devices can exert
thousands of pounds of tension on the cable, so it must
be strong and the corners must be
anchored securely. It is important that
the turnbuckle is opened all the way
and that the cable is pulled as tight as
possible before the loop is crimped to
take up as much slack and stretch in
the cable as possible. For installations
under 10 feet in length, the tensioned cable should not
be allowed to run through more than one corner
attachment. For installations over 10 feet, turnbuckles
must be used for every straight run.

1 1/8” Grid

Ferrules are used to secure loops in the cable at each
end (at corner fistures). One loop is fastened to a corner
fixture; the other loop to an opened turnbuckle. The
ferrules are slid onto the cable
before the loop is formed and then
crushed around the cable with a
ratchet crimper. When using the
ratchet crimper place the ferrule
into the middle or end slot with the
narrow part facing up and then
crimp down once on each end of the ferrule crushing
both ends completely (you must crimp each ferrule
twice for a strong hold). Always use 2 ferrules per loop
for added strength and reliability of the perimeter cable
system. This creates a strong, yet discreet, loop.

Perimeter Cable
As mentioned earlier, the cable frames the entire
installation and forces the net to take corners on three
dimensional jobs. The cable is designed to be
exceptionally strong, yet very hard to see. The cable may
be used under large panels of netting on outdoor,
horizontal applications (like over a courtyard), and is
especially critical if snow or ice could build up on the
netting. The cable is looped at one end through the
corner fixture, runs through every intermediate fixture,
and is looped at the other end through the turnbuckle.

/4

/5

3/4” Grid

/7

Net Ring Loops
The netting is fastened to
the cable using a special Net
Ring tool. This tool loops a
small piece of metal around the
netting and the cable.
It is easy to use, carries a cartridge of 50 rings, and is the
fastest and strongest way of attaching the net to the
cable. Use one loop per square of netting. To estimate the
amount of Net Rings for the job,
multiply the number of net rings per foot by the total feet
of cable being used. For example:
2” Net – 6 Net Rings per foot.
3/4” Net – 16 Net Rings per foot, or 8 if you skip every
other square.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

CREATING ACCESS TO THE NETTED AREA

TIPS ON NETTING INSTALLATION

Once

When you begin attaching the bird netting to the

the

bird

netting

has

been

successfully

installed, access to the

perimeter cable, begin working from one corner by

area can be made with

attaching top side of the net using net rings in a

the use of zippers. To

straight, even row in one direction.

install the zippers, set

After you have attached a few metres, head to the

them at the area of the
installed
access

net
is

initial corner and attach a few metres in the

where

downwards so that the net is firmly attached in that

desired.

corner. Finish attaching the net rings on the longer

Attach the zipper by net
ringing

through

side before moving back to the other side from the

the

cloth of the zipper while grabbing the net strand as
well. Net ring up both sides of the zipper to hold it
firmly in place. Finish by unzipping and cutting out
the middle net strands. When using net clips, slip the
clips onto each side of the mesh opening and cut out
the net strands between that the clips will replace.

same corner, going down in a

perpendicular

direction.
Now that you have the top and one side done, you
can continue to do the bottom or the opposite end of
the netting. When the net is completely secured to
the cable, check that the cable is not bowing away
from the building with a gap larger than the nesh
size of the netting. Tighten the turnbuckle if that is
the case. This will tighten the cable and close the

PREPARING THE NET

gap.

When you receive your bird netting, it is packed in a
tight bundle for convenient transportation. Unravel
the netting and identify the tags that mark each
corner of the net. Once you have the corner tags in
hand, unfold and pull the net out flat. The netting
grid will appear to be diamond shaped before it is
fully streatched out.

Note: All netting attachment must be done in one
direction. Never attempt to work from opposite ends
and meet in the middle!
Netting is a complicated installation and when
things are not working out, we recommend engaging
our installers here in Mastermark or your local
professionals to ensure that the installation done is
effective in keeping birds away.

WHO CAN I CONTACT
INSTALLATION?

IF

I

NEED

HELP

WITH

Have any questions? Please feel free to contact us!
We’ll be happy to help with your query. Get in touch
with us with the following methods below:

WHAT ARE OTHER TYPES OF BIRD CONTROL
METHODS?
At Mastermark, we offer a vast array of different bird
and wildlife management services. Some of these
include:
Bird netting

tel: +65 6741 6880

Spring Loaded Wire Systems

wa: +65 9841 0692

Acoustic Deterrence

email: info@mastermark.com.sg

Relocation and nest removal

web: www.mastermark.com.sg

Cleaning
To find our more, do visit our website.
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